Abstract. During the Galileo-Io flyby, nearly field-aligned, lefthand circularly polarized ion cyclotron waves were observed in a band near the sulfur-dioxide ion gyrofrequency. We have performed a warm plasma dispersion analysis using nominal Io toms composition ratios, pickup ion "ring"-type velocity-space distributions, and a thermal background plasma of typical toms temperature. Analysis shows that the SO2 + wave is dominant, particularly as the ring begins to broaden. The observed spectral peak indicates that the ring distribution of pickup SO2 + is highly unstable and generates waves, but there is unlikely to be sufficient time for ions to fully thermalize before dissociation occurs. Assuming wave-particle scattering of ions towards a "bispherical" shell-type distribution, a free energy analysis and comparison with , and estimated SO2 + at 5% of the total density N. The exact composition in the hot toms is not well known at the present time. We shall find that the dominant wave growth rates are relatively insensitive to the proportions of atomic ions but depend quite strongly on the percentage of SO2 + which is poorly determined. In this paper we use the nominal composition ratios given in Table 1 
The Io toms ion composition observed by the Voyager PLS instrument consists of predominantly O +, S ++, and S + ions and very few SO2 + molecular ions [Bagenal, 1994] . Voyager was unable to distinguish composition at the orbit of Io but detected SO: + ions (_<1%) inside 5.3Rj suggesting an extended neutral cloud of SO 2 molecules [Bagenal, 1985] . The Galileo plasma instrument saw a similar composition of atomic ions in the Io wake near closest approach [Frank et al., 1996] , and estimated SO2 + at 5% of the total density N. The exact composition in the hot toms is not well known at the present time. We shall find that the dominant wave growth rates are relatively insensitive to the proportions of atomic ions but depend quite strongly on the percentage of SO2 + which is poorly determined. In this paper we use the nominal composition ratios given in Table 1 , a total ion density Ni = 4000/cc and chargeneutral conditions (N• = Ni). Given that mass-per-charge (m/q) data do not distinguish between O + and S ++, we assume m/q=16 corresponds to O + for the purpose of the dispersion analysis since both have the same gyrofrequency and the addition of S ++ would introduce no new gyroresonances. We use pickup ion "ring"-type distributions as inputs to a warm plasma dispersion analysis to investigate the unstable wave modes in the toms plasma.
Dispersion Relation
In specifying the L-mode dispersion for parallel propagation, we assume that the distribution function for each species can be represented by: The dispersion relation solutions for field-aligned L-mode waves are given in Figure 3a for the "cold" delta-function ring. The peak growth-rate due to SO2* is higher than all other modes over a broad wavenumber range, despite the input SO2 + composition ratio of only 5% ( Table 1. broadening due to these wave-particle interations and particle collisions. Results are given in Figure 3b for a 5 eV thermal spread (which corresponds to a small fraction of the pickup energy or thermal energy of the background plasma). As the ring spreads, growth rates at larger k are reduced significantly and the absence of an SO2 + thermal background population leaves the SO2 + wavemode dominant for all k. Note that the S + wave damps where the SO2 + peak growth occurs. Growth rate peaks for each mode are a little below the respective ion gyrofrequency for the perpendicular pickup geometry. Figure 4 shows the effects of changing the ring temperature, the ring injection velocity Vinj, and the ring-to-background ratio on the peak growth rate of the SO2 + wave. The most dramatic dependence is on the ting-to-background density ratio. For SO2 + we expect rapid dissociation and/or recombination in chemical collisional reactions to produce the predominant oxygen and sulphur components of the observed toms plasma. Therefore we do not expect a fully thermalized SO2 + background component.
If a v//drift velocity of vb-10 km/s is given to the ring distribution (e.g. if the pickup geometry is not exactly perpendicular in the region of deflected flow and field close to Io) then a wavemode also exists at frequencies just slightly above the SO2 + gyrofrequency (see also Warnecke et al. [this issue]).

Ion Scattering and Wave Amplitude
As the co-rotating torus plasma flows past Io in its orbit, we may consider the pickup ions and their associated waves that are added to each "parcel" of toms plasma. Wave-particle interactions scatter the ions in velocity space on spherical surfaces centered on the _+Vp• field-aligned wave phase velocities. The "bispherical shell"-type distribution (previously discussed in the context of cometary and heliospheric pickup ions [e.g. Galeev and Sagdeev, 1988; Huddleston and Johnstone, 1992] ) is the likely result if waveparticle scattering is fast compared to ion dissociation/recombination rates, thermalization, or removal of ions from the region. In addition to the wave-particle interactions, ion-ion or ion-neutral collisions may help define the pickup ion velocity-space distribution.
For a density Nso2+ ions scattering from a pickup ting to a bisphefical shell-type distribution, the maximum free energy available to generate waves is described by [Huddleston and We have performed a warm plasma dispersion analysis for conditions in the Io plasma toms. Results show that for a given ion number density, the heaviest pickup ion components are the most likely to produce growing wavemodes from an unstable ring-type distribution, as we expect because the energy of the ring distribution scales with m i . Adding a thermal background of the same species damps the unstable waves to a degree depending on the relative ring-to-background ratio, the temperature of the background, and the steepness of the ring distribution. Wavemodes of the lower-mass species are damped the most for a given ring-to-background ratio of the species component.
Field-aligned dispersion relation solutions have been presented here. We found no perceptible difference in the dispersion solutions for parallel-propagating waves or for the observed -7 ø off-axis propagation. The peak frequencies generated are a little below the pickup ion gyrofrequencies for the perpendicular pickup case, and additionally just above the gymfrequency if a small v//drift velocity is added to the ring [Warnecke et al., this issue]. For delta-function pickup ion ring distributions with a thermal background, the solutions are rather complex. The frequencies generated extend up to the resonant ion gyrofrequency, but with very large k (low phase speed Vvh = o/k, group velocity do/dk near zero). As the ring spreads, an increasing ring temperature reduces wave growth rates particularly at large k, and this makes the SO2 + peak growth rate become particularly prominent.
The plasma toms is continually being replenished with newly ionized particles from Io. The dominant spectral peak observed near the SO2 + gyrofrequency suggests these waves are generated by newly implanted SO2 + ions in a region of the toms where old, corotating SO2 + has since dissociated. This implies the SO2 + pickup ring is highly unstable, and the distribution has time to generate waves but insufficient time to thermalize before dissociation occurs.
The SO2 + wave is therefore dominant partly because the ring energy scales with ion mass, but mainly because of the absence of thermalized SO2 + toms plasma to damp these waves. A free energy analysis suggests that the SO2 + ion densities in the Io toms are considerably lower than the wake values and fall off with distance from Io. We hope that the observed Galileo PLS ion distributions when available may help us to constrain our calculations in the future.
